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STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

(Ma,rimrxn ma*s : 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

Answer a// questions in one or two senlences. Each question carrie 2 marks.

[Time : 3 hours

Marks

(5 x2 = l0)

l.

1

3.

4.

5.

State Hook's law.

Define volurnefiic sfain.

Defme angle of fiction

List any 4 ffis of riveted joints.

Dfferentiat€ long coltnnn ard s}lort colunn

PART - B

(Marimurn ma*s : 30)

Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. A qpecimen of square section 50 x 50 mm is 200 mm long. It is shortaned by
0.3 mm under an axial compressive load of 40 kl.{.

Deremine: (a) Shain

Deftle fte fdlowing:

(a) Modulus of dgidity

(c) Poison's ratio

Shf€ ft€ laws of solid fiction

(b) Modulus of elasicity

O) Bulk motuhs

(d) Coefficient of lirmr thermal expansim
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4. Determine the position of cenfioid of the section shown in figurc'

T
I

40

II

(An dimensiqls ae in rnn)

Stat€ the formula for finding the torque transmited by

(a) Solid shaft O) Hollow $raft

A closely coiled helical spring is to carry a load of 500N. It's mean diameter

is to be l0 times that of the wire diameter. If the macimum shear stess in &e

material of spring is to be 80 N/mm2, find

(a) Diameter of spring coil (b) Dameter of ryring wire

List the assumptions of Euler's equation for firding Crippling load" (5 X

PART - C

(Maximum ma*s : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit Each fulI question canies 15 malks')

UNrr - I

(a) A steel rod together with a copper rod support a load of 20 kN as shown in

figure. The diameter of each rod is 20 mm. Find the stesses in each rod'

7.

(b) Detue tre following:

0 Ultimate suess (ii) Wofting stness

On

Er=2.05x10sN/mm2
Ec=1.1x10sN/mm220 kN

1.5m

l-
I
I

I

2m

CoPPer

\
Steel

/ n
V,VIV

(ii} Factor ofsafetY
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a railway tack, new rails are laid at a tempe,ature of 12" C with 3 nnn gap

each end. The rails were l0 m long. During the summer, the t'ernperahre

to 45"C. Determine the intensity and kind of stress developed- Take

isnt of thermal expansion as l2 x 10{ fC and Modulus of elasticity

as2xlOsNlmm2.

Draw the stess - sbain diagram for mitd steel under tcnsion and identify the

significant points.

UNrr - II

A body weigls 500 N is &agged up on a plane inclined at an angle 30P to the

horizontal. A force of 400 N inclined at 20" with the plane can jUst move the

body up the plane.

0 Draw the diagram indicating all the forces'

(ii) Find the Normal reaction.

(O Find tk coefficient of friction.

SAte: (i) Parallel axis theorem (ii) Perpendicular axis tlreorem

On

(a) Determire Centoid and

Moment of inertia about cent'oidal axis of the lamina

shown in figurc

F--

(i) Sliding friction (D Rolltr€ fiictiot

UNrr - III

(iif Pivot friction

(a) The diame6r of a thin cylinder is I meter. It is subjected to an intemal pressure

of 2 N/nrm2. Calculate the minimum trickness of cylinder, if
(l) Hoop sfiess should not exceed 40 N/rnmz-

(ii) tongitudinal stess should not exceed 30 N/rnrn2'

O) Illusnate any 5 types of welded joina.

On
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(r)

(o
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(All dimensions are in mm)
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(a) (t A solid straft is to hansmit 350 kw at 100 rpm. If the shear stess of shaft
material is not to exceed 90 N/rnm2, find the diameter of the solid shaft.

G) The above solid shaft is replaced by a hollow shaft of same material and
length. It's intemal diameter is 2/3 of external diameter. Calculate the
percentage of material saved

(b) List the advantages and disadvantages of welded joint over the reveted joint

Uur 
- IV

(a) A beam of uniform rectangular section 175 mm wide and 250 mm deep is simply
supported it's ends. It carries a uniformly distibuted load of 7.5 kl.l/mover the
total length of 4 meter. Modulus of elasticity of beam is 1.2 x lOa N/rnm2.
Fird: (i) slope at the supports G) tvtaximurn deflectiqr

(b) Deftre: (i) Shear force CD Bending molrent

0n
(a) Draw the sttear force ard betding momeNrt diagrams for the system of forces

shown in the figure.

(b) (t
(ii)

Distingui$ betrveen long coltunn and strort coltnnn

Distinguish betrveen Cohrmn and sfiut
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